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Low MOQ for MUEHLMEIER M-BraCup Classics:
Now available from 100 pairs/size/colour upwards
Order your samples here

Dear Customer,
customer-friendly support is crucial in these days . That's why we want to make our
classical M-BraCup Selection available more easily.
The great choice of proven BraCup shapes used by renowned brands for years - our
iconic classic M-B raCup Selection - can now be ordered from 100 pairs/siz e/colour
upwards instead of the previous MOQ of 300 pairs/siz e/colour . The new regulation is
valid for standard colours, laminations and foam materials.
This M-BraCup Selection is made of especially developed M-TEC PU-Foam which is
optimized for the use in Lingerie and Swimwear: Breathing foam with limited water-absorption.
These models are also available in individual customer colours . You can choose from
every classic BraCup shape: Strap, Balconet, Plunge, Triangle, Removable, Bandeau.

With future-proof products through uncertain times
The MUEHLMEIER M-BraCup Classics are not a collection of remainder or seasonal products, but
a very attractive rang e in proven fit and quality on a long -term basis and in
revolving production .
You don't have to worry that your M-BraCup may no longer be available sometimes. These
shapes will be available for many years to come. With the MUEHLMEIER M-BraCup Classics you
are on the safe side.
Do not forget to ask for our special service: the Corresponding M-Wires are especially fitted
for MUEHLMEIER M-BraCups, you just order them with the cups!

Ordering samples conveniently:
Visit our Online-Shop at www.muehlmeier.eu for samples and small bulk orders or just order
your samples here:

Order your samples here

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting

We are looking forward to your interest and your inquiry.
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